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Pozole?
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Pozole is a traditional Mexican soup

dish made primarily of Hominy. Its

origins date back to the day of the

Aztec Empire. It is comfort food

traditionally enjoyed during special

occasions with family and friends.

what is
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The idea for MyPozole was born from a

family recipe being shared with family

and friends during a yearly New Years

Eve Party. The reaction of our friends

experiencing Pozole for the first time

and loving it was the inspiration behind

starting MyPozole. We now get to share

our family recipe at Farmers Markets

and Catering Food Truck events!
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Our story



Dish Offerings
MyPozole

Pozole Poznachos Poztada Pozfrito
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Shredded Cabbage

Chopped Radishes

Chopped Onions

Chopped Jalapeños

Cilantro

Crushed Tostadas

It's all about the toppings

Oregano

Red Pepper Flakes

Avocado

Salsa Verde

Salsa Roja

Pozole is already full of flavor, but
it becomes a flavor explosion with
all the toppings!!



Pork
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The Traditional Pozole - Our Pork is slow cooked for 8

hours to achieve that maximum flavor you taste on every

bite. 

3 Pozole Varieties

Chicken
Our slighty leaner Option - Our combination of white and

dark meat slow cooked for 8 hours creates a slighty leaner

option, but still very flavorful.

Vegan w/Jackfruit
The Plant Based Option - We slow cook our Jackfruit in our  

vegetable base broth which makes it very tender and very

flavorful. 



Pozole
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The Pozole dish is our traditional and

most popular dish. All our Pozole

varieties are slow cooked which gives it

a rich flavor in the broth that is

enhanced when toppings are added.

Very hearty and full of flavor, our Pozole

cup is a "Full meal in a Bowl"!

Our traditional Dish



Poztada/
Poznachos
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If you are looking to enjoy the slow cooking flavor of the

Pozole without the broth, try our Poztada or Poznachos

options.  Start with a spread of Vegan Beans and/or Sour

Cream and add your favorite Pozole variety. You then

overload them with all traditional Pozole toppings. Last,

you add the salsas to enhance all the flavors!

Looking for Pozole with a Crunch? 



Pozfrito
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The Pozfrito is another spin on our

traditional Pozole. The Frito chips soak up

the rich flavors of the broth and the

combination of Fritos, Pozole, Toppings,

Salsas, Beans & Sour Cream spread creates

an explosion of flavors!

The result is a cup full of delicious flavors

that you enjoy with a fork. 

The Pozole with a Fork!!



Give your guests something  different!
While there are still a lot of people that don't know what Pozole is

all about, the main feedback we get from guests at our events is

the enjoyment of trying something different that is also delicious!

Guests complement our clients for providing a different

experience away from your standard Taco/Hamburger experience. 

The different dishes we offer; Pozole, Poztadas, Poznachos, &

Pozfritos provide options to satisfy everyones palate.

Want to try us out, contact us to set up a tasting at any of our

Farmers Market locations all over San Diego

Why Book a Pozole Party?



Catering Packages
Pozole Party!

All catering packages include a 2 hour service window.

Additional time may be requested at an additional cost.

Serving packaging and utensils included.

Guest numbers can be adjusted up to 48 hours in advance.

Adjustments cannot be reduced under minimums. 

50% deposit required for all bookings. Cancellations for full

refund must be done 60 days in advance. Full balance due

on day of event. 

In addition to our Food Truck service option, Pop-up option

available upon request (Best for Backyard/Wedding settings)

CA sales tax not included on package prices. 

We offer a variety of catering packages. We can
build one specific for your event



Package A The Basic
Includes a single Pozole servings of a single Pozole

variety served in 16oz cups

Side of Tostadas (2) to enjoy with your Pozole

Soft Drinks (Coke/Diet Coke/Ginger Ale)

$12
 

per person
(40 minimum)

Add a 2nd variety of Pozole $2 Per Person

Add all 3 varieties of Pozole $3 Per Person

Add all Vegan Beans & Sour Cream

spread to add to Tostadas

$1  Per Person



Package B All-you can enjoy
a la carte

$15
 

per person
(35 minimum)

Includes unlimited Pozole servings

of a single Pozole variety served in

12oz cups. (16oz cups also available)

Side of Tostadas to enjoy with

Beans and Sour Cream spreads

Add a 2nd variety of Pozole

Add all 3 varieties of Pozole

$2 Per Person

$3 Per Person

Add Poztadas/Poznachos Option $1  Per Person

Add Pozfrito Option $2 Per Person

Add Tostada Bar/ Topping Bar option $2 Per Person

Add Soft Drinks option $2 Per Person



Package C The Everything
Includes unlimited Pozole servings of all Pozole

varieties served in 12oz cups

Poztadas, Poznachos, and Pozfrito options available 

Tostada Bar included with toppings available for

self service

Drinks included - (Premium drinks can be made

available at an additional cost)

$23
 

per person
(30 minimum)

Only want 2 varieties of Pozole -$2 Per Person

Only want 1 variety of Pozole -$3 Per Person



Tried MyPozole for lunch and
was blown away. The Pozole was
spectacular! Full of flavor and
filling. Highly recommend! 

Cezar Mize

I’ve enjoyed pozole in Mexico and in many
restaurants around San Diego and this is
the most delicious I’ve found! Perfect
seasonings in the broth & generous
condiments that add up to a great
homemade pozole

Jana McDonough

I had this in little Italy and although I never tried it before, I was impressed with
the taste. Shortly after I began my adventure to try pozole at all the different
Mexican restaurants I could find. After numerous different places, I'm coming
right back as none of them came close to how good this one is

Jeff Ma

Google Testimonials



Click on the links
below to get in
touch with us

info@mypozole.com

www.mypozole.com

Book your Pozole
party today! 

mailto:info@mypozole.com
http://www.mypozole.com/

